“Sequestering in the Presence of our Love”
Where We Uncover and Express
Our Innate Primal Wisdom
CoreLight All-Student Conference
November 14-19, 2014

We will gather at the elegant Hyatt Tamaya Resort located on the vast, open Native American

lands situated along the Rio Grande River in New Mexico. Here we are sequestered in a safe,
beautiful and mystical space, where during our precious time together we can completely let
go of the demands that the world makes upon us.

In this nurturing environment offered by the sweet ethos of Tamaya, we can be deeply rejuvenated and uplifted, and enjoy the freedom to fully immerse ourselves in transcendent states to
advance our awakening.
Our intention with this retreat is to look deeply into and allow the full expression of our inner, untapped
creativity and love. We will use a number of ways to access the wisdom of our bodies, minds and emotions, in addition to invoking our transcendent Spirit and Soul.
As facilitators, Leslie, Brad and Victoria plan to guide, rather than define, the parameters for
the freedom, expansion and deep inner expression that will take us into a powerful shared
transformative experience. Music, meditation, poetry and easeful free-form movement will
allow us to subtly explore several different levels of awareness—states of a more egalitarian
and collaborative consciousness from ancient Neolithic times, before Patriarchy. We do this
work to bring forward our love and let of our fear.
During our time together we will also focus on expanding our capacity to fully let go of tension, ego constraints and fears. We will enter deeper states of meditation that open doorways
to mystical practices, unify our consciousness into
wholeness and allow us to become available to
subtle, new levels of awareness.
Our primary intention is for our work together to
further develop, prepare and guide everyone permanently into the balanced state of consciousness known
as the Middle Way, the way of deep and permanent
balance of mind, body and emotions.

This transcendental state is held within our spine, the
sacred meridian called the Shushumna—the eternal cord
and gateway that paves the way for our entry into the Cave
of Brahman and higher, whole-brain states—leading to enlightenment. This is something we must develop if we are to
continue navigating the current times appropriately. There
are still many ways in which we are all bound, to some extent, to this ever-darkening, third-dimensional world. Its
physical limitations, so prevalent in the world and even in
our own consciousness, could possibly pull us down as we
navigate through what appears to be the climate of disaster
that is holding the world and its continued development to
ransom. We are seeking to ascend in consciousness to higher
dimensions.
When we have the time, space and intention to explore our
right brain and our higher capacities with the beauty and
love invoked by music, movement, poetry and meditation, we can enter a variety of deep,
subtle and transcendent soul experiences that will change us forever.
During our time together, we will explore our capacity to unify the left and right brain, so that
the doorways into higher dimensions can continue lifting us up and out of the limitations of
this world. All of the exploratory experiences we will move through during this retreat will
open doorways that offer us opportunities to experience states of ascension.

DATES & TIMES

The conference begins on Friday, November 14th, with check-in from 2:00 to 5:00 pm and
ends on Wednesday, November 19th after lunch. The final group session will end by noon on
Wednesday, for anybody who needs to catch an early flight.

LOCATION
Hyatt Regency Tamaya
Resort & Spa

1300 Tuyuna Trail
Santa Ana Pueblo, New Mexico, USA 87004

REGISTRATION

A registration form is attached to this email.
The registration due date is August 15th;
however we need to know right away if you
feel that you will be able to attend.
Everyone who is planning to attend must
register in advance. All of the basic information you need for the conference, including
directions, is included in this invitation email,
however approximately two weeks before the
event, you will receive a second conference
packet via email, which will include any
additional details that may be required.

LODGING OPTIONS

We have two lodging options
this time—either double occupancy or single occupancy, both
with a private bath (or you may
choose to commute if you live
locally).

COST

The price for the conference is:
$ 1,840.00 Double
$ 2,240.00 Single
$ 1,380.00 Commuter
These prices include your room
(double or single) with private
bath, all meals and use of the
swimming pools and the spa
area, which includes wet and
dry saunas, hot tubs, showers and indoor and outdoor lounging areas.

“We have vast resources beyond the more obvious levels of the surface mind.
This is the most marvelous discovery...” ~ Leslie

MEALS

All meals, starting with dinner on Friday November 14th and ending with lunch on Wednesday November 19th, will include vegan, vegetarian and non-vegetarian offerings, and will be
served in our private Tamaya banquet room. Please indicate on your release form if you prefer
vegan, vegetarian or non-vegetarian meals and if you need a wheat- or dairy-free diet, or any
other special requests.

CONFERENCE PAYMENT INFORMATION

The non-refundable, non-transferable $600.00 deposit is due August 15th. The balance due
should be paid by September 30th, 2014. Please contact Mona (mona@corelight.org) if you need
to discuss alternative financial arrangements, as we wish to do everything we can to help ensure that you are able to attend this very special conference.

ARRIVAL

Please plan to arrive at Tamaya between 2:00 and 5:00 pm on Friday, November 14th.
Dinner that night will be served at 5:45 pm. Late check in is possible (if necessary). If you will
be arriving late, please notify us no later than November 11th.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE CONFERENCE

All travel arrangements are your own responsibility. The closest airport is the Albuquerque
(ABQ) airport, which is approximately 30 to 45 minutes away. We will send further information about airport transport and driving directions from Albuquerque
and Santa Fe to Tamaya, in a separate email update.

WEATHER

The weather in this area is generally absolutely exquisite in November with sunny,
mild days, and cool (to very cool) evenings. Please bring appropriate layers of clothing, including a warm jacket for cool evenings.

WHAT TO BRING
• Glass or metal water bottle
• Earplugs (in case your roommate snores)
• Yoga mat
• Loose, comfortable clothing for movement, stretching and getting down on the floor
• Journal
• Meditation pillow (if you prefer sitting on the floor)
• Swimsuit for the swimming pool and hot tub
• Clothing that allows you to ‘layer’
• Warm clothes (such as jacket, sweater, shawl) for cool/cold evenings and mornings
• Comfortable walking shoes.

